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Template for Online Journal - Measurement Science Review, 

Instructions for Authors (MS Word) 

Forename Surname1*, Forename Surname2, Forename Surname3, … 

1Institute, Department, Faculty, University, address street, No., ZIP, City, Country, author1@institution.edu 
2Institute of, Department of, Faculty of, University, address street, No., ZIP, City, Country, author2@institution.edu 
3Institute of, Department of, Faculty of, University, address street, No., ZIP, City, Country, author3@institution.edu 

Abstract: These instructions provide guidelines for preparing papers for the MEASUREMENT SCIENCE REVIEW (MSR) online journal. 

Use this document as a template if you are using Microsoft Word (.docx). Note that you should format your paper using the predefined 

styles (starting with “m_...”) prepared in this template. The body of the manuscript should be limited to 10 pages and preceded by an 

Abstract limited to about 10 lines, followed by up to 6 keywords. The abstract will also be published in the appropriate PAPER SECTION 

of the journal together with authors’ names and the paper title. Do not cite references in the abstract. The abstract should briefly summarize 

the content of the paper and address the following points: briefly state the problem or issue addressed; provide a brief summary of the results 

and findings; and give brief concluding remarks on the study outcomes.  

Keywords: List up to 6 keywords, e.g. Magnetic measurement, imaging, magnetic susceptibility, calculation, microwave frequencies. 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Submissions to the journal Measurement Science Review 

(MSR) should be organized in the following sections: 

Introduction, Subject & Methods, Results, Discussion, 

Conclusion, Appendix, Acknowledgment and References. 

The topic of the article should be defined CLEARLY and 

a short review of existing solutions and a comparison with the 

author’s results should be given. 

2. SUBJECT & METHODS 

Main ideas, theory, mathematical formulations should be 

provided, including the data on the measuring method and 

instruments as well as experimental results. This part should 

be accompanied by specific references. 

3. RESULTS 

Results should be briefly summarized and authors’ main 

scientific contributions should be demonstrated. 

4. DISCUSSION 

Discussion, if needed, must appear before the Conclusion. 

5. GUIDELINES FOR MANUSCRIPT PREPARATION 

This section gives you guidelines for preparing papers for 

MSR.  

If your paper does not conform to the required format, 

you will be asked to fix it. 

A. Selecting a template 

This document is a Microsoft Word template for MSR. The 

template is used to format your paper and style the text. You 

must use this document as both an instruction set and as a 

template into which you type your own text.  

 First, confirm that you have the correct template. Do not 

reuse your past papers as a template, even if your past papers 

conformed to the required format. To prepare your paper for 

submission, always download the most recent copy of this 

template from the journal website and read the format 

instructions in this template before you use it for your paper. 

B. Abbreviations and acronyms 

Define abbreviations, symbols and acronyms the first time 

they are used in the text, even after they have already been 

defined in the abstract. 

C. Page setup and styles 

The paper should be prepared in A4 format 

(210 x 297 mm). All margins and column widths are built-in 

in the template; do not alter them.  

Please use the predefined styles (starting with “m_...”) 

shown in Table 1 to format your paper. 
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Table 1.  Main predefined styles in WORD template. 

Style name To format  Size [pt] 

m_Title Title 18 

m_Authors Authors‘ names 12 

m_Affiliation Affiliation 10 

m_Abstract Abstract 9 

m_Keywords Keywords 9 

m_Heading1 1st level heading, numbered 1. 2. 3. ... 10 

m_Heading1NoNumber Heading for APPENDIX, ACKNOWLEDGMENT, REFERENCES 10 

m_Heading2 2nd level heading, numbered A. B. C. ... 10 

m_Heading3 3rd level heading 10 

m_Text Main text 10 

m_TextNoIndent Text without indent – to define parameters in equations 10 

m_TextInTable Text in tables 10 

m_List_Bullets Bulleted list 10 

m_List_123 Numbered list 1. 2. 3. ... 10 

m_List_abc Numbered list a. b. c. ... 10 

m_List_iii Numbered list i. ii. iii. ... 10 

m_References References 10 

m_Equation Equation 10 

m_CaptionFigure_SingleLine Caption for figures – single line 9 

m_CaptionFigure_MultiLines Caption for figures – multi lines 9 

m_CaptionTable_SingleLine Caption for tables – single line 9 

m_CaptionTable_MultiLines Caption for tables – multi lines 9 

m_Table Style for tables 10 

You can type over sections of the template or copy and 

paste from another document. Highlight a section that you 

want to designate with a certain style, then select the 

appropriate name on the style menu (Home > Styles). The 

style will adjust your fonts, line spacing, etc. Do not change 

any font or paragraph settings. 

The styles “m_Title”, “m_Authors”, “m_Affiliation”, 

“m_Abtract”, and m_Keywords” are prepared for the 

introductory paragraphs of the paper.  

Use style “m_Text” for the main text and styles 

“m_List…” for bulleted or numbered lists in the paper. 

D. Identify the headings 

Two levels of headings should be used (styles 

“m_Heading1” and “m_Heading2”). When the heading styles 

are used, section numbers are not required to be typed in 

because they will be automatically numbered by the 

predefined multilevel list. If necessary, you can use the 3rd 

level not numbered heading (style “m_Heading3”).  

E. Figures and tables 

You should place the figures and tables in appropriate 

locations within the manuscript after they are cited in the text. 

Large figures and tables may span both columns. Center 

figures and tables in a given column, see Fig. 1 and Table 2. 

Set the figure layout to “In line with text”.  

All figures and tables must be numbered using Arabic 

numerals, consecutively in the order they appear in your 

paper. Figures have their own sequence of numbers starting 

from Fig. 1. Tables have their own sequence of numbers 

starting from Table 1.  

References made in the text should use this number, as 

shown in Fig. 1, Fig. 3(a), Table 1, etc. Use the abbreviation 

“Fig. 1”, even at the beginning of a sentence. Do not 

abbreviate “Table”. Use multiple references according to the 

following examples:  

• Fig. 1, Fig. 4(b), Table 1, Table 3, 

• Fig. 1 and Fig. 3, 

• Fig. 2 to Fig. 4 or Fig. 2 – Fig. 4, 

• Table 2 to Table 4 or Table 2 – Table 4. 

Place figure captions below the figures; place table 

captions above the tables. Single-line captions must be 

centered, see Table 1. Multi-line captions must be justified, 

see Fig. 1 and Table 2. Use the predefined styles 

(“m_Caption…”) for captions. 

 

Fig. 1.  The designed structure based on ABC technology, very 

useful for applications in industrial measurements. 

Subfigures in multipart figures should be inserted 

separately or as one figure. Please do not put subfigures in 

tables. The subfigure labels should appear centered below 

each subfigure in the format of (a), (b), (c). 

Please do not put any text in “text boxes” linked to the 
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figures. Do not put borders around the outside of your figures. 

Use only top and bottom borders for your tables and header 

rows, see Table 1 and Table 2. You should use the style 

“m_TextInTable” for text in tables. 

Table 2.  Chemical bonds associated with biological processes and 

their approximate energies. 

Bond Energy  

[kJ/mol] 

Energy export x10-19  

[J] 

Ionic ~ 700 11.6  

Covalent IV 1100 - 1300 15.5 - 17.8 

Covalent III 800 - 1000 13.3 - 16.6 

Covalent II 500 - 700 8.3 - 16.6 

Covalent I 300 - 500 4.98 - 8.3 

 

F. Equations 

Use the built-in Equation Editor in MS Word for equations 

in your paper (Insert > Equation > Insert New Equation). 

To use the predefined style for equations, first select the 

„m_Equation“ style, then press the tab key, then use the 

equation editor to create the equation. Finally, press the tab 

key and write the equation number in parentheses.  

Fit the longer equation into one column by breaking it as 

you wish it to appear when typeset. You may find it 

convenient to create a new “equation” for each section of the 

equation. 

Number equations consecutively with equation numbers in 

parentheses flush with the right margin, as in (1). 

 
𝑓𝑜𝑠

2𝐿 = 𝑓𝑠 > 2𝑓𝑚𝑎𝑥 ⟹ 𝐸𝑘𝑣  =  
𝑄

√12√2𝐿
 (1) 

where Q… and L… 

Ensure that the symbols in your equation have been defined 

before the equation appears or immediately following it. 

Refer to „(1)“, not „Eq. (1)“ nor „equation (1)“, except at the 

beginning of a sentence: „Equation (1) is ... .“ 

Please use the equation editor only to write equations, 

not to describe variables in the text. You can use symbol 

insertion for this purpose (Insert > Symbol). 

G. Programs and codes 

If necessary, include parts or entire texts of your programs 

following the “m_Codes” style using the “New Courier” font 

with caption “m_CaptionCode”, see Code 1.  

Code 1.  Source code caption. 

void main(void) 

{ WDTCTL = WDTPW + WDTHOLD; //Stop watchdog 

 P3DIR |= 0x01;   //P3.0 - output 

 for (;;) 

 { unsigned int i; i = 50000; 

  do i--;  

  while (i != 0);  //SW Delay 

  P3OUT ^= 0xFF;  //Toggle P3.0 

 } 

} 

Try to fit your code texts in one column. Wide programs 

may span across both columns. If so, place them at the top or 

bottom of the corresponding page. 

Use only top and bottom borders for your code. Place code 

captions with numbering above the frame. 

H. Units 

Please note the following points: 

1. Use either SI (MKS) or CGS as primary units. (SI units 

are encouraged.)  

2. Use a zero before decimal points: “0.75”, not “.75”. 

3. Use an unbreakable space between number and unit 

(press Ctrl + Shift + Spacebar) to keep them from 

separating at line breaks: “2 cm”, not “2 cm” (press 

Home > Paragraph > Show/Hide paragraph marks… to 

see the difference). 

I. References 

See the end of this document for formats and examples of 

common reference types: journal article [1], book [2], book 

chapter [3], conference proceedings article [4], thesis [5], 

report/ patent [6], standard [7], online web page [8]. 

If you use reference manager, you can use citation style of 

“American Journal of Climate Change”. 

Each source you cite in the paper must appear in your 

reference list; likewise, each entry in the reference list must 

be cited in your text. Please verify that items in the 

reference list are not duplicated. Before submitting your 

paper, please ensure you have checked your paper for any 

relevant references you may have missed. 

Please pay attention to spelling, capitalization and 

punctuation. Accuracy and completeness of references are the 

responsibilities of the author. 

Number citations consecutively in square brackets [1]. 

When citing a section in a book, please give the relevant page 

numbers [1]. In sentences, refer simply to the reference 

number, as in [3]. Do not use „Ref. [3]” nor „reference [3]” 

except at the beginning of a sentence: „Reference [3] shows 

…”. Multiple references are each numbered with separate 

brackets (e.g. [2], [3], [7], [1]-[3]). The sentence punctuation 

follows the brackets [2]. 

6. EDITORIAL POLICY 

At least two favorable reviews are required for a paper to 

be accepted for publication.  

a. For regular papers, the editors additionally determine 

suitability, which is different from a judgment of 

whether the paper is sound or flawed.  

b. The editors consider whether the paper contributes 

significant new material, is within the scope of the 

journal or is more suited to another journal.  

c. Unreadable English is a valid reason for rejection.  

d. Authors of rejected papers may revise and resubmit 

them to the MSR as regular papers, whereupon they will 

be reviewed by two new referees. 

7. PUBLICATION PRINCIPLES 

MSR is a peer-reviewed, archival journal in science and 

technology related to the theory of measurement, 

measurement of physical quantities and measurement in 

biomedicine. 

The paper must have a character of a basic scientific 
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research paper in the “Measurement Science” field, (new 

theory, analysis, synthesis, modelling, new measurement 

method, new sensors, data processing, data interpretation, 

graphical evaluation, new results, etc.).  

Authors should consider the following points: 

i. Technical papers submitted for publication must 

advance the state of knowledge and must cite relevant 

prior work. 

ii. The length of the submitted paper is limited to a maxi-

mum of 10 pages and should be commensurate with the 

importance of the work and appropriate to its 

complexity.  

iii. Abstract is limited to 10 lines. 

iv. Authors must convince both peer reviewers and the 

editors of the scientific and technical merit of the paper; 

the quality of evidence is higher when extraordinary or 

unexpected results are reported. 

v. Papers are published proportionally to the chronological 

sequence and according to the scientific quality of 

papers. 

8. CONCLUSION 

A conclusion section is required. It presents a critical 

analysis, interpretation and evaluation of the obtained results. 

Conclusion may review the main points of the paper but do 

not replicate the abstract in the conclusion. Conclusion 

might elaborate on the major findings and importance of the 

work or suggest applications and extensions. 

APPENDIX 

Appendixes, if needed, must appear before the 

Acknowledgment. 

ACKNOWLEDGMENT 

Use the singular heading even if you have many 

acknowledgments. 
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To speed up the review process, it is recommended to propose several reviewers for every submitted paper 

(NOT from the country of authors). 

 

Please place the table with reviewers on an extra last page of your paper  

 

 Titles, Name, Surname: Affiliation, institute, address: e-mail address: 

1.    

2.    

3.    

4.    

 

or  

use the form (Recommended Reviewers) when submitting your paper via Open Journal System (OJS): 

https://journals.savba.sk/index.php/msr/index 
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